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Cosmic acceleration may be due to modified gravity, with effective field theory or property func-
tions describing the theory. Connection to cosmological observations through practical parametriza-
tion of these functions is difficult and also faces the issue that not all assumed time dependence or
parts of parameter space give a stable theory. We investigate the relation between parametrization
and stability in Horndeski gravity, showing that the results are highly dependent on the function
parametrization. This can cause misinterpretations of cosmological observations, hiding and even
ruling out key theoretical signatures. We discuss approaches and constraints that can be placed on
the property functions and scalar sound speed to preserve some observational properties, but find
that parametrizations closest to the observations, e.g. in terms of the gravitational strengths, offer
more robust physical interpretations. In addition we present an example of how future observations
of the B-mode polarization of the cosmic microwave background from primordial gravitational waves
can probe different aspects of gravity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acceleration of the cosmic expansion is a signal of new
physics: a cosmological constant vacuum energy, a new
scalar field, or new laws of gravity. As we extend the
standard model into new theories, we must ensure that
the foundation is sound and internally consistent. In par-
ticular, the theory should be free of pathologies such as
ghosts and instabilities. For modified gravity, there is a
wide class within effective field theory, Horndeski gravity
the most general scalar-tensor theory with second order
equations of motions, that has four free functions of time
in addition to the cosmic background expansion. These
can also be viewed as four property functions, describ-
ing properties of the scalar and tensor sectors and their
mixing [1].

Parametrization of these functions in a physically
meaningful way – with a clear connection to observ-
ables and a sound theoretical foundation – has been a
challenging task fraught with pitfalls [2, 3]. (Also see,
e.g., [4–6] for some theory characteristics dealing with
the field definitions rather than the property functions.)
Here we examine this in terms of sensitivity and charac-
teristics, concentrating on stability from the theoretical
side, while also investigating the impact of very general
observational considerations such as agreement with gen-
eral relativity at early times and possessing characteris-
tics consistent with the late time expansion history (e.g.
a de Sitter limit). Recently, [7] has proposed the inter-
esting idea of using stability, in terms of the sound speed
of scalar perturbations, as the quantity to parametrize
and deriving the property function behavior from this.
In our analysis of the function space, and its relation to
stability, we can assess the utility and generality of that
approach, in addition to elucidating the characteristics
of the property function space.

Furthermore, we explore the sensitivity to the
parametrization used on the physical results and con-

straints. For example, [8] demonstrated that the strength
of modified gravity constraints could vary by almost two
orders of magnitude depending on time dependence and
priors assumed. This is a key question for the utility
and robustness of comparing theory quantities such as
property functions or sound speed to observables such
as growth and clustering of matter structure and light
deflection (gravitational lensing).
In Section II we scan through property function space

and elucidate the relation between stability and func-
tional parametrization, and also give an example of an
observational effect by calculating the B-mode CMB po-
larization signature of the property functions. We discuss
specific theories in Section III and compare to analytic
stability results. Section IV examines the approach of
using an explicitly stable parametrization of sound speed
to map out the stable regions of property function space.
In Section V we discuss observationally related issues
such as the implications for the modified Poisson equa-
tion gravitational strengths Gmatter and Glight, and the
impact of a general relativity past and de Sitter asymp-
totic future on acceptable parametrizations and stability.
We conclude in Section VI.

II. PROPERTY FUNCTION SPACE

A. Property Function Basics

The property function approach of [1] is a form of ef-
fective field theory for the gravitational action. Within
Horndeski gravity, the most general scalar-tensor the-
ory giving second order field equations, this involves four
functions of time: αK , αB, αM , and αT , in addition to
the background expansion given by the Hubble parame-
ter H(a). One of the attractions of this approach is that
each function describes a physical property or character-
istic of theory – respectively the structure of the kinetic
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term, the braiding of the scalar and tensor sectors, the
running of the Planck mass, and the speed of gravita-
tional wave propagation.
By specifying the form and parameters of the time de-

pendent α functions one picks a particular theory of grav-
ity. However, not every such theory may be sound: they
may exhibit a gradient (Laplace) instability or may suf-
fer from ghosts, rendering the theory unviable. Thus one
must check the assumed parametrization of the property
functions to assure the absence of such pathologies.
The no ghost condition is easily tested, as it involves

a simple combination of the kineticity αK and braiding
αB functions, requiring the condition

α ≡ αK + (3/2)α2
B ≥ 0 (1)

be satisfied. As long as we choose αK ≥ 0 this will hold.
This also automatically makes the denominator of the
sound speed (see below) positive as well.
To guarantee the theory of gravity is free of gradient

instability, the form (and parameters) of the time evo-
lution of property functions must ensure the positivity
of the speed of sound. As we see below, it is natural to
set αT = 0 and so the simple analytic expression for the
speed of sound becomes

c2s =
(1− αB/2)(2αM + αB) + (αB/2)(lnH

2)′ + α′

B

αK + (3/2)α2
B

,

(2)
where a prime denotes d/d ln a. The stability condition
is then c2s > 0, and as mentioned above, this becomes a
condition on nonnegativity of the numerator.
There are a number of publicly available Boltzmann

codes, e.g. [9, 10], going beyond general relativity by im-
plementing property functions. These can be used for cal-
culating the cosmic microwave background (CMB) tem-
perature and polarization power spectra and the growth
of matter density perturbations and the matter power
spectrum. They also test for stability and ghosts (though
we can use the above analytic equations for this). How-
ever, the public versions of these codes are limited in the
functional forms usable for the property functions (while
user defined function modules will eventually be imple-
mented in the public versions, they are not yet there in
a robust state1). We therefore use them with the imple-
mented power law form of the time evolution.
Testing stability is a critical first step in comparing

theories to data, and extracting meaningful cosmological
information. For this, we use the analytic expressions
in Eq. (1) and (2), though we have tested our results
against the Boltzmann code hi_class. Of particular in-
terest is the role of the property function parametriza-
tion assumed on which theories are allowed. That is,
for what time dependence forms, and what values of pa-
rameters within the forms, do we select which parts of

1 Many thanks to code authors Marco Raveri and Miguel Zu-

malacárregui for their clarification and help on this issue.

property function parameter space. More seriously, does
the parametrization bias the physical interpretation, such
as implicitly disfavoring standard theories such as f(R)
gravity?

B. Checking Stability

Of the four property functions, the two with the great-
est impact on cosmic survey observables are αM and αB.
The αK function has minimal effect on subhorizon scales
[1] and we set it to a small value that does not affect
the results (recall it does not enter into the numerator
of Eq. 2). The gravitational wave speed c2T = 1 + αT

has been tightly restricted to be close to one, i.e. |αT | .
10−15, at present by gravitational wave and electromag-
netic counterpart observations [11]. While this does not
guarantee αT (a) = 0 for all times (see, e.g., [12–14]), that
is the simplest case and we adopt αT = 0.
Thus we are interested in the αM–αB space. For the

power law time dependence we initially consider (see
Secs. IV and V for other cases), αi(a) = αi,0a

s where
a is the cosmic scale factor and a subscript 0 denotes
the present value. The first important aspect to note
is that restricting the parameter space, i.e. the ampli-
tudes αi,0, too much can miss structure in the param-
eter space. Indeed, we will find “islands” appearing at
larger αi,0 that might otherwise have not been found.
Recall that the background expansion history, i.e. the
Hubble parameter H(a), is specified independently of
the property functions. For concreteness and agreement
with observations we take it to be given by the concor-
dance flat ΛCDM cosmology, with present dimensionless
matter density Ωm = 0.3. For property function and
some related studies away from ΛCDM, see for example
[10, 15, 16].
Figure 1 shows how the shape of the stability region

changes as we vary the scale factor at which the gradient
stability is evaluated, here for s = 1. At a = 1 it extends
into both left upper and right lower parts of the adopted
parameter range with each part pinching in close to the
origin in an hourglass shape. Smaller values of a cut
out most of the lower region, with intermediate values
of the scale factor further diminishing this only slightly.
The overall stability of the theory is determined by the
intersection of the stable regions for all scale factors under
consideration.
Figure 2 gives a clear illustration of how the viability of

a model depends on its parametrization. Even within the
family of power law scale factor dependence as, the re-
gions of stability exhibit different geometries. The time
independent case (s = 0) shows disjoint islands of sta-
bility, while s = 1 is mostly restricted to positive αM,0

and negative αB,0. As s increases further, a tail devel-
ops to negative αM,0 and positive αB,0, thickening for
larger s. At the same time, the stability region rotates
as a result of the different weightings at different scale
factors (cf. Fig. 1), lifting off the positive αM,0 cases of
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FIG. 1. Evolution of stability regions in the αB,0 and αM,0

plane, for αi = αi,0a
1, obtained by varying the scale factor

a = 0.01, 0.25, 1 are represented with different levels of blue
color from light to dark. The dashed line denotes the bound-
ary of the stability region at a = 0.25 and solid black line
shows the boundary between the upper stability and lower
instability regions at a = 0.01. The red region is unstable for
all these scale factors. The intersection of the stable regions
for all scale factors gives the viable parameter space.

No Slip Gravity and then f(R) gravity, while beginning
to overlap the negative αM,0 cases of each of these in
turn. Thus, the physical results one obtains in fitting
data to theory are decidedly dependent on the property
function parametrization used. This casts doubt on the
utility of parametrization starting from the theory end,
and adds support for parametrization starting from the
observation end, as we discuss this further in Sec. VI.

The extension of stability to the opposite quadrant, i.e.
the “tail” to negative αM,0 and positive αB,0 is interest-
ing to study further. One can show analytically that this
occurs for s = 1.5 (actually s = 3(1 + wb)/2 for a back-
ground dominated by a matter component with equation
of state wb). We show the development of this tail in
Fig. 3 as s goes from just below s = 1.5 to just above.
Not only does the tail extend to arbitrarily large values
of αB,0 for s ≥ 1.5, but it does so along the No Slip Grav-
ity line, αB,0 = −2αM,0. Again, this follows analytically
from Eq. (2) for the sound speed, since for large αB it
is the vanishing of the 2αM + αB term that prevents c2s
from going negative. Thus in some sense No Slip Gravity
maximizes stability.

C. CMB B-modes and αM

While the background expansion affects distance ob-
servables, and enters into growth of structure, the prop-
erty functions affect perturbations in density and veloc-
ity, impacting growth of structure and gravitational lens-
ing. However, they do not only affect scalar observables
such as density perturbations. The propagation of ten-
sor perturbations – gravitational waves – is affected by
αT , which would modify the speed of propagation, and
αM , which influences the friction term in the propaga-
tion equation and hence the evolving amplitude of the
gravitational wave. As stated above we set αT = 0, but
it is interesting to examine the influence of αM on grav-
itational wave observables.

Since αM also affects growth of density perturbations
leading to cosmic structure, there is a close connection
when αT = 0 between the deviation of gravitational wave
propagation from general relativity (in particular the dis-
tance to the source of gravitational waves compared to
its counterpart electromagnetic distance) and the devi-
ation of growth of structure from general relativity, as
first explicitly highlighted in [17]. Here, however, we ex-
plore primordial gravitational waves evidenced in cosmic
microwave background (CMB) polarization B-modes.

B-mode polarization arises from two contributions, the
primordial tensor perturbations on large angular scales
and the late time gravitational lensing conversion of E-
mode polarization into B-modes on small angular scales.
Since the lensing arises from structure in the universe it
will be affected by growth deviations induced by αM and
αB. However the primordial B-modes will predominantly
have the effect of an amplitude change due to αM .

We use hi_class to calculate the B-mode power spec-
trum, as well as the lensing deflection power spectrum.
For the time dependence of the property functions we
use the “propto scale” option in hi_class (see Table 1
of [9]), so αi = αi,0a

1, i.e. s = 1.

Figure 4 shows the CMB B-mode polarization power
spectrum for several values of αM,0 and αB,0 in the stabil-
ity region of the s = 1 panel of Fig. 2. The low multipole
ℓ . 10 (large angular scale) reionization bump is due to
primordial gravitational waves (here the inflationary ten-
sor to scalar power ratio is taken to be r = 0.01) and the
high ℓ bump peaking at ℓ ≈ 1000 is due to lensing.

The major effect of αM is indeed a shift in amplitude
(also see inset). Since αM > 0 increases the friction term
in the gravitational wave propagation, it decreases the
gravitational wave amplitude, and hence B-mode power.
Since αB does not affect the gravitational wave propaga-
tion it leaves unchanged the B-modes at ℓ . 10, but it
does enter into the growth of scalar density perturbations
responsible for lensing at higher multipoles.
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FIG. 2. Regions of stability (green) and gradient instability (red) plotted in the αB,0 and αM,0 plane determined over the range
of scale factors a = [0.001, 1] for αi = αi,0a

s and s = 0, 1, 2, 3. Black solid line corresponds to f(R) theories (αB = −αM ), blue
dotted line corresponds to No Slip Gravity (αB = −2αM ).

III. NO SLIP GRAVITY AND f(R) GRAVITY

To understand better, and confirm, the numerical re-
sults on stability we consider two specific theories of mod-
ified gravity. These will present one dimensional cuts
through the αM–αB space. One is f(R) gravity, which
imposes the relation αB = −αM , and the other is No Slip
Gravity [17], with the relation αB = −2αM . For each of
these we need parametrize only one function, which we
take to be αM (a).

Proceeding along the lines of the previous section, we
here adopt

αM = αM,0 a
s . (3)

(The next sections consider further forms.) The analysis
is particularly simple for No Slip Gravity as there the
stability condition is simply

(HαM )˙≤ 0 or
d(HαM )

da
≤ 0 . (4)
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FIG. 3. Regions of stability (levels of green) and gradient
instability (red) plotted in the αB,0 and αM,0 plane for s = 1.3
(dark green), s = 1.5 (green) and s = 1.7 (light green). Black
solid line corresponds to f(R) theories (αB = −αM ), blue
dotted line corresponds to No Slip Gravity (αB = −2αM ).
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FIG. 4. The primordial B-mode spectrum calculated using
the property function parametrization of Horndeski models
within the hi_class, with time dependence a1, for five val-
ues of αM,0 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and αB,0 = 1 or −3, αK,0 = 0.001.
The inset zooms in on the low multipoles, showing that only
αM matters. The tensor-to-scalar ratio r = 0.01 and all spec-
tra include the effects of gravitational lensing. The ΛCDM
primordial spectrum is given by the solid black curve.

This then becomes

αM,0

[

(2s− 3)Ωma−3 + 2s(1− Ωm)
]

≤ 0 , (5)

where we ignore radiation. We can readily define three
cases:

N1. s > 3/2: Stable for αM,0 < 0.

N2. s < 3Ωm/2: Stable for αM,0 > 0.

N3. 3Ωm/2 < s < 3/2: Unstable at some point in a =
[0, 1].

This agrees with the dotted line in Fig. 2 representing the
No Slip Gravity condition αB = −2αM (note αM,0 = 0
is just general relativity).
For f(R) gravity the stability condition in the power

law αM (a) model reads

αM,0

[

1− s+
αM,0a

s

2
+

3

2

Ωma−3

Ωma−3 + 1− Ωm

]

≥ 0 . (6)

This gives four cases:

F1. s > 5/2: Stable for αM,0 < 0.

F2. 0 < s < 1 + 3Ωm/2: Stable for αM,0 > 0.

F3. 1 + 3Ωm/2 < s < 5/2: Necessary but not sufficient
condition for stability is αM,0 > 2[s−(1+3Ωm/2)].

F4. s = 0: Stable for αM,0 > 0 and αM,0 < −5.

This agrees with the solid line in Fig. 2 representing the
f(R) gravity condition αB = −αM . (Note that s = 2
requires αM,0 > 1.11; the exact stability condition for
case F3. is analytic but messy, so we only show the sim-
pler necessary condition.) For s = 0 we see islands of
stability appear that are disconnected from each other.
This is an interesting property that we revisit in the
next section when considering implicitly stable numer-
ical parametrizations.
There is physical motivation for these two theories,

while there is not in general for ones with arbitrary
αB = −rαM . However, we can use such a relation to
show that:

R1. s > 3/2: Stable for αM,0 > 0 when r < 4/(2s− 1),
for αM,0 < 0 when 4/(2s− 1) < r < 2.

R2. s < 3/2: Stable for αM,0 > 0 when r < 2/(1 + s−
3Ωm/2), unstable for αM,0 < 0.

R3. r < 0: Unstable.

It is interesting to note that αB = −2αM , i.e. No Slip
Gravity, is a bounding model in the first case above.
For the two physical theories we now consider the forms

of the sound speed cs that these stable solutions repre-
sent. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show cs(a) for various stable
power law forms of No Slip Gravity, for αM,0 > 0 and
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αM,0 < 0 respectively. Note that c2s ∝ 1/|αM,0| so all
the curves simply scale by this relation. At high redshift,
a ≪ 1, the sound speed increases as c2s ∼ a−s, except for
the bounding stability case s = 3/2 and of course s = 0.
(This holds when αK ≪ α2

B. Otherwise, c2s(a ≪ 1) be-
comes of order αM/αK , which may go to a constant in the
early universe. If αK/αM . 0.1 the figures we plot are
only significantly affected for high cs outside the range
shown, so for simplicity we keep αK = 0. When αK gives
a qualitative difference we will discuss it.)

FIG. 5. The sound speed cs(a) is plotted vs scale factor
for four cases of No Slip Gravity with αM = αM,0a

s and
αM,0 > 0. The upper limit of stability is s = 3Ωm/2. We
take Ωm = 0.3.

For f(R) gravity the sound speed behavior is qualita-
tively similar. Figure 7 illustrates the time dependence
for the low s stability range of cases F2. and F4.. Note the
similar increase at high redshift. Now the sound speed
does not scale simply with αM,0 so we plot two different
values for each s.
The higher s stability ranges of f(R) cases F1. and

F3. are shown in Figure 8. The behavior is qualitatively
similar, where c2s grows as a−s at high redshift, except
for the bounding stability case of s = 5/2.

IV. STARTING FROM STABILITY

Recently, [7] proposed the intriguing idea that rather
than scanning through the property function space to
check stability conditions, one rewrite the conditions
α = αK + (3/2)α2

B ≥ 0 and c2s ≥ 0 as a differential equa-
tion for αB . That is, for any input αM (or the Planck
mass M⋆ directly) and c2s > 0 one would obtain αB such

FIG. 6. The sound speed cs(a) is plotted vs scale factor
for four cases of No Slip Gravity with αM = αM,0a

s and
αM,0 < 0. The lower limit of stability is s = 3/2.

FIG. 7. The sound speed cs(a) is plotted vs scale factor for
the two low s cases of f(R) gravity with αM = αM,0a

s. Note
the s = 0 case allows both positive and some negative values
of αM,0.

that the pair (αM , αB) described a stable theory. This
is an attractive feature, and furthermore one might hope
that one has better guidance on priors for cs (at least its
magnitude if not time dependence) than for αi.
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FIG. 8. The sound speed cs(a) is plotted vs scale factor for
the two high s cases of f(R) gravity with αM = αM,0a

s.

The differential equation, whose solution αB(a) gives
a guaranteed stable system, is

α′

B = αc2s −
(

1− αB

2

)

(2αM + αB)−
αB

2H2

(

H2
)′

, (7)

where a prime denotes d/d ln a. Note that we use the
convention of [1], which differs from [7] by a factor −2
in αB. While [7] defines an auxiliary variable B such
that B′/B = 1+αB to obtain a second order differential
equation (mathematically guaranteeing a real solution),
this does not seem to yield any practical advantage so we
keep the first order differential equation.
This approach requires parametrization of αM (or

M2
⋆ ), and adds parametrization of α and c2s, and an ini-

tial condition on αB (vs parametrization of αB , and αK

if desired, in the standard approach). One might hope
to have better intuition on a parametrization for c2s than
for αi, but it is not obvious exactly how this would fol-
low from some physical motivation (other than c2s ≥ 0).
Implementing this approach requires adding a differential
equation (to determine αB) versus the standard algebraic
check of the positivity of c2s, possibly adding computa-
tion time. From Figure 2 we see that the stability region
in αM–αB space is not a particularly small fraction of
the whole area, so the standard algebraic stability check
should not cost more than a factor of a few in a uniform
scan.
To test these effects, we track the computational time

required by the two approaches. In the standard ap-
proach, we uniformly scan over αM,0 and αB,0, check sta-
bility at 104 redshifts from the early to late universe, and
calculate the time required to obtain 1000 stable cases.

In the stability approach we do not have to check stability
– it is guaranteed – but we do have to solve the differen-
tial equation to determine αB(a). We input αM (a) and
c2s(a) then evaluate αB(a) at 104 redshifts, and change
the amplitude of c2s at the present to obtain 1000 cases,
again calculating the computational time. (Note that to
minimize time we have not added further parameters to
describe α, but keep it fixed, just as we do with αK in
the standard approach.)
In both cases we take the input functions to vary as as,

with s = 1; this gives the greatest disadvantage to the
standard approach, since from Fig. 2 we see the small-
est area of the parameter space is stable, 22%. Despite
this, the computational efficiencies are not significantly
different (to generate 1000 cases we find the standard
approach is 7% quicker).
There is another important aspect. While the stability

approach has the desirable property that it is pure in
obtaining stability, it is not complete in the following
sense. For a given parametrization of c2s, α, and αM

one obtains a determined αB ; this αB will generally not
have a strict proportionality to the chosen αM , i.e. αB =
−rαM , and so physical models that enforce this, such as
f(R) gravity and No Slip Gravity, may be left out for at
least some choices of parameter space.
We pursue the extent of such restrictions further in the

next section where we consider observational implications
for parametrizations.

V. OBSERVATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Two observational and physical considerations that we
may want to take into account are that at early times we
want the predictions to match general relativity, due to
its success for primordial nucleosynthesis and the cos-
mic microwave background, and that at late times we
may want the possibility of a de Sitter state to match
the assumed background expansion history. These have
particular implications for the property functions.
In general, we want the αi property functions to van-

ish at early times to give general relativity in the early
universe, and αM to vanish at late times if we desire a de
Sitter state (since it is a running of the Planck mass). The
other property functions, and the sound speed, should go
to constants in the de Sitter limit. Thus, rather than a
power law form, these would have more of a “hill” form.
To see what this implies for the sound speed, consider
the αM (a) hill form used for No Slip Gravity in [17],

αM (a) = A

[

1− tanh2
(

τ

2
ln

a

at

)]

(8)

= 4A
(a/at)

τ

[(a/at)τ + 1]2
, (9)

where A is the amplitude, τ the steepness, and at the
location of the hill. This form (within No Slip Gravity)
is guaranteed stable within the appropriate range (τ ≤
3/2). Figure 9 illustrates the resulting cs(a).
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FIG. 9. The sound speed cs(a) is plotted vs scale factor for
the “hill” form in No Slip Gravity, for different values of τ
and at. The dotted, magenta curve uses the same parameters
as the solid, black curve, but with αK = 0.1αM ; the function
αK has little effect within the region of interest.

We find that cs is fairly well behaved except at early
times when it grows as a−τ/2. The boundary stability
case of τ = 3/2 is an exception to this divergence; there

cs(a ≪ 1) → 1/(2
√
A). Note that in general cs(a) ∝

A−1/2, where A is the amplitude αM (at). The amplitude

today is given by αM,0 = 4A/(a
τ/2
t + a

−τ/2
t )2, or (8/9)A

for τ = 1 and at = 0.5.
However, these early time behaviors assume αK ≪ α2

B,
so let us examine when this does not hold. The dotted,
magenta curve in Fig. 9 sets αK = 0.1αM , so that it is
not zero, and αK ≫ α2

B at early times. However, over
late times relevant to observational tests of gravity, αK

makes little difference.
That is the basic conclusion, but let’s go into some

further detail. As all the property functions become small
in the approach to general relativity at early times, we
can write

c2s → 2αM + αB

αK
+

αB

αK

d lnαB

d ln a
. (10)

In many theories all the property functions will become
proportional to each other (possibly with proportionality
constant of zero) [2, 3], and further evolve as power laws
of the scale factor. In this case we see from Eq. (10)
that at very early times the sound speed approaches a
constant. Note that in No Slip Gravity the first term
in Eq. (10) vanishes. If αB ∼ a3(1+wb) at early times,
where wb is the background equation of state (e.g. 1/3 for
radiation domination), then c2s → (3/2)(1 + wb)αB/αK

for No Slip Gravity and c2s → (1/2)(1 + 3wb)αB/αK for
f(R) gravity.
Now considering late times, if the universe goes to a

de Sitter state, then all time derivatives, e.g. Ḣ and α′

B,
vanish. This holds as well for αM = d lnM2

⋆/d ln a → 0.
Thus we have

c2s → αB (1 − αB/2)

αK + (3/2)α2
B

. (11)

All αi should go to constants in the de Sitter state, and
so the sound speed also goes to a constant. If the gravity
theory has a relation αB = −rαM , then since αM → 0
then αB also vanishes and cs → 0. In particular, this
holds for No Slip Gravity and f(R) gravity.
Returning to the stability approach and its required

parametrization of the sound speed, let us consider the
two theories of f(R) and No Slip Gravity to see what
are the forms of c2s(a) associated with them. This will
give an idea for how straightforward it might be to start
with a parametrization of sound speed. We can avoid the
issue of αK within the differential equation method by
parametrizing the combination q ≡ αc2s which is all that
enters, rather than α and c2s separately. We still need to
parametrize αM orM2

⋆ . For f(R) we can evaluate q using
αB = −αM , and for No Slip Gravity using αB = −2αM ;
for both we use the hill form of αM (a). Figure 10 shows
the derived q(a).
These cases appear more tractable to parametrization

than those from the previous power law cases. But that
functional sensitivity means it is not clear that one can
fruitfully employ one simple general form for c2s(a) in the
stability approach and capture variations in αi. Never-
theless, let us attempt to go one step further, parametriz-
ing the derived q(a) from a true input theory, as in
Fig. 10, and seeing if the stability approach then accu-
rately reconstructs the true theory. From Fig. 10 a hill
form, shown by the dot-dashed, magenta curves, appears
a reasonable approximation to q, at least over the range
of most observational interest 2.
We then use the same input function αM (a) as in

Fig. 10. Furthermore, we take initial conditions on αB

such that it has the characteristic αB,i = −2αM,i of a
No Slip Gravity theory or αB,i = −αM,i of f(R) gravity.
We use these as inputs to solving the differential equation
for αB(a) in the stability approach. Figure 11 shows the
results.
The reconstructed αB(a) do not closely match the in-

put truth. While αB is roughly a hill form as it should
be in mirroring αM , the amplitude and width are larger
than they should be. Moreover, we do not recover the

2 Note that such a parametrization adds three more parameters

to the three from parametrizing αM and one initial condition

on αB . One q parameter can actually be predicted based on

the early time limit if one assumes all property functions are

proportional there, but use of this value gives a poor fit, as does

assuming parameters matching those of the input αM form.
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FIG. 10. The combined sound speed q ≡ αc2s(a) is plotted
vs log scale factor for f(R) gravity (dashed, blue curve for
αM,0 = 1 and dotted, dark green curve for αM,0 = 0.5) and
No Slip Gravity (solid, black curve) with αM (a) given by the
hill form. The dot dashed, magenta curves for each case give
a fit to q(a), using a similar hill functional form. Note for
No Slip Gravity that q simply scales with αM,0, while there
is mild additional dependence for f(R) gravity.

class of gravity theory, i.e. the ratio αB/αM that are
the characteristics of No Slip Gravity and f(R) gravity.
These key ratios are, in the reconstruction, neither con-
stant nor centered on the right values for the two theories.

Finally, if one propagates the reconstruction to
the modified Poisson equation gravitational strengths,
Gmatter and Glight, one breaks characteristics such as
Gmatter = Glight for No Slip Gravity and also obtains
pathological results at some redshifts as their denomina-
tors vanish due to inaccuracy of the reconstructed αB and
α′

B. (See [18] for a different study of the impact of stabil-
ity on the gravitational strengths.) This is of particular
concern since they are closely related to observables. It
appears that even modestly inexact parametrization of
the sound speed can lose significant information on the
nature of modified gravity.

If even these two viable theories, much less com-
plicated than many Horndeski theories, cannot easily
parametrize the essential element, q, entering the sta-
bility approach, and give rise to accurate physical in-
terpretation, then the utility of property function (and
sound speed) parametrization seems to lack robustness.
We discuss an alternative in the Conclusions.

FIG. 11. Approximating the exact solution for q by a hill
form, i.e. a reasonable parametrization attempt, does not re-
construct accurately the input gravity theories. Solid curves
are the true αB for the input No Slip Gravity (dark black) or
f(R) gravity (light blue) theories, while dashed curves show
the reconstruction based on using parameters that match
the αc2s curves in Fig. 10. Dotted curves show the ratio
αB,recon/αM,input; if the reconstruction were accurate then
these curves should be horizontal at −2 for No Slip Gravity
and at −1 for f(R) gravity. While αB may look of a similar
hill form as αM , the No Slip Gravity relation αB = −2αM or
the f(R) gravity relation αB = −αM is not followed.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Modified gravity as an explanation for cosmic acceler-
ation is a highly attractive concept, and has been con-
nected to the observations in an increasingly sophisti-
cated manner in recent years. If one wants to extract
general physical characteristics of the theory, rather than
working within one specific theory (with a particular
functional form assumed, and particular values for the
parameters assumed), then approaches such as effective
field theory or property functions or modified Poisson
equations are quite useful.
However, these all contain functions that themselves

need to be parametrized. Even before engaging in de-
tailed calculations of such parametrized theories one
must check that the theory is sound: lacking ghosts
and instability. We examined in some detail the relation
between the functional parametrization in the property
function approach and the stability of the theory: the
relation is not trivial. In particular, we showed how the
stability evolves with redshift, picking out different re-
gions of parameter space that can have complex structure
(see Fig. 1). The final allowable stable part of parame-
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ter space is the intersection of stability for all redshifts.
This can exhibit disconnected islands and also shows sig-
nificant sensitivity to the time dependent form assumed
for the property functions, even for the case where only
two property functions contribute. Such sensitivity raises
questions about the utility of the property function (or
EFT) approach to give robust, general conclusions about
modified gravity.
Exploring this further, we considered a power law time

dependence and studied the change in stability region as
a function of power law index s. We derived various
analytic expressions for the stability conditions and re-
lated them to two modified gravity theories: f(R) gravity
and No Slip Gravity. No Slip Gravity has the interesting
property that it is a bounding theory: no theory that lies
beyond No Slip Gravity in the relation αB = −rαM , i.e.
with r > 2, is stable for s > 3/2 for all αM,0 < 0. The
property function αM is particularly interesting since it
affects gravitational wave propagation, as well as den-
sity perturbations. We exhibited its effect on CMB B-
mode polarization from primordial gravitational waves
(and late time lensing), illustrating how it scales the
power (as it does for late universe gravitational waves
as well).
A derived property from the property functions is the

sound speed of scalar perturbations. We examined the
implications of various parametrizations of the property
functions on the sound speed, finding a great diversity in
its behaviors – power law dependence giving large cs at
early times, bounded but nonmonotonic variation, both
concave and convex variation – all within the stability
criterion and coming from simple power law time depen-
dence of the property functions. This is directly relevant
to the attractive idea by [7] that one could start with en-
forcing stability by choosing a positive sound speed and
then deriving the form of the property function αB(a)
preserving stability. That is, since cs is a function of
αM and αB, one can choose any two and determine the
third function. However, our finding that simple αi’s
give complicated cs casts some doubt on the approach of
parametrizing cs(a).
To explore this, we chose several forms of cs(a) (and

αM (a)) and calculated the resulting αB(a). We found
that even if we chose a form cs(a) close to that predicted
from a full theory such as f(R) or No Slip Gravity, the
reconstructed αB and overall modified gravity was not
faithful to the original. It broke essential physical char-
acteristics such as injecting slip into No Slip Gravity or
breaking the relation αB = −αM in f(R) gravity. More-
over, this stability approach was pure but not complete
– it did indeed guarantee stability but it did not (with
reasonable guesses for the parametrized function cs(a))
generate standard theories such as f(R) gravity.
Another relevant question is whether this stability ap-

proach is efficient. Removing the need for a stability
check in the Boltzmann code saves computational time,
but adding an extra differential equation to solve (and
possibly increasing the overall number of parameters be-

cause one may have to account for α, or αK , while it can
mostly be ignored in the standard approach) compared
to the standard approach of parametrizing αB and αM

can cost time. We checked this and found there was no
significant time savings from the stability approach, even
when it did not involve an increased number of parame-
ters.
Finally, we investigated the impact of observational

constraints on allowable parametrizations. One would
like to impose that general relativity is restored in the
early universe, so all the αi go to zero. We explored the
resulting implications on the sound speed. Similarly, one
might look for a de Sitter state in the asymptotic future,
and we discussed its implications on the property func-
tions and sound speed. A useful parametrization that
encompasses both these conditions is the “hill” form, and
we compute cs and αB in this case. We motivated use
of the combination q = αc2s which enters the equation
for αB, and showed this can be reasonably fit by the hill
form, and in turn the reconstructed αB looks qualita-
tively, if not quantitatively, similar to the input truth.
However, we demonstrated that even small inaccu-

racies in the reconstructed αB , from residuals of the
parametrization of the sound speed, can give rise to sig-
nificant physical flaws. The denominators of the gravita-
tional strengths Gmatter and Glight can spuriously pass
through zero, giving pathologies. Combined with the
lack of fidelity in preserving physical characteristics of
known theories such as f(R) and No Slip Gravity, and
indeed the difficulty including them using straightfor-
ward parametrizations of the sound speed, this means
that parametrization in terms of property functions or
EFT is highly nontrivial, notwithstanding stability con-
siderations.
Parametrizations from the theory side, while undeni-

ably attractive, unfortunately are found to be subject
to issues of functional sensitivity and lack of robustness.
However, there is a reasonable solution by moving closer
to the observables. The gravitational strengths Gmatter

and Glight entering the modified Poisson equations, di-
rectly related to growth of matter structure and light
deflection, have been demonstrated to give robust and
highly accurate descriptions of the observables, as well
as key indicators to theory characteristics [19, 20]. Such
simple, model independent parametrizations as binning
in redshift of these functions can be a highly useful first
step in uncovering signatures of modified gravity.
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